
 

 

A level History Study Time Activities 

 

Use or request materials from the Edmodo pages regarding History. 

Y12: Edmodo is a one stop shop with a range of information present but the ability for you to 

request any further support you might need from your teachers and colleagues. You need to login to 

the website at Edmodo before entering the correct code.  The class code for the history group in 

year 12 is 7szfus 

Y13: The class code for the Edmodo group at year 13 is 33szhv 

Visit Ms Main’s Civil Rights library: this has a very broad range of texts all of which will support 

learning for the extended historical enquiry, 

Visist Mr Fearon’s Soviet History library: this has a wonderful range of texts all of which will support 

your understanding of the course and are particularly important when attempting to produce essays 

of the highest level. 

Amongst these gems are a personal history of Stalin and his leaders in Simon Sebag Montefiore’s 

Court of the Red Tsar. 

 The Whisperers, Orlando Figes heartrending categorisation of the social impacts of the Soviet 

regime. 

A Peoples Tragedy, an encyclopedic monumental consideration of the revolutions and the period 

that moves towards Stalin’s rule. 

Visit the library for further copies of Civil Rights texts. 

Complete the quizzes from Senecca learning. 

Unit 1: The Tudors AQA 1485-1603: https://app.senecalearning.com/classroom/course/554b653d-

6c5f-4ace-ac3b-449f5ec988b6/section/79bf5640-b12f-495d-91a1-3704103045df  

Unit 2: This is a slightly less relevant set of quizzes as it is from the Edexcel (we do AQA) variant 

although it still has some purpose. https://app.senecalearning.com/classroom/course/adc5404e-

1ab2-401b-9e4c-2547a2c52012/section/0b2d1280-7e02-40e8-999b-cb199279e496 

Orlando Figes who is one of the most respected historians on the Soviet Union runs a 

wonderful website called Revolutionary Russia which has some free access and is available 

for a small annual fee. 

History essay materials can be found in: https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/history/as-and-a-

level/history-7041-7042/assessment-resources 
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